GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

EIGHTH PROTOCOL OF SUPPLEMENTARY CONcessions

Schedule XXXII - Austria

List of Amendments

The Austrian Delegation has informed the secretariat that the consultations relating to Austria's new Schedules are to be considered as concluded. The secretariat is consequently preparing the texts for inclusion in the draft Eighth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications which will be circulated to contracting parties as soon as possible before 31 December 1958.

The following is a list of amendments which are being made in the original texts.

---

ACCORD GENERAL SUR LES TARIFS DOUANIERS
ET LE COMMERCe

HUITIEME PROTOCOLE DE CONCESSIONS ADDITIONNELLES

LISTE XXXII - AUTRICHE

Liste d'amendements

La délégation de l'Autriche a fait savoir au secrétariat que les consultations relatives aux nouvelles Listes de l'Autriche doivent être considérées comme terminées. En conséquence, le secrétariat procède à l'établissement du texte qui sera repris dans le Huitième Protocole de rectification et de modification. Celui-ci sera communiqué aux parties contractantes aussi rapidement que possible mais, en tout état de cause, avant le 31 décembre 1958.

On trouvera ci-après la liste des amendements apportés aux textes originaux.
TORQUAY SCHEDULES

Item 07.03 B
Replace in the first column "170 g" by "107 g"

Item 27.10
After the sub-item ex F insert the following:
"ex G - Petroleum and shale oils, only mixed with animals or vegetable oils and fats S 49.- US per 100 kgs"

Item 29.04 B
Replace in the first column at the sub-item 29.04 B 1 the old tariff item number "511 a" by "511 b" and at the sub-item 29.04 B 2 the old tariff item number "511 b" by "511 a"

ex Item 29.14 - Note 4
Replace in the last but one line the word "this" by the word "these"

after Item 33.06
Insert the following:
"ex 34.03 - Petroleum and shale oils, only mixed with animal or vegetable oils and fats S 49.- US per 100 kgs"

Item 38.06 - Note 2
In the third line replace the word "binders" by the word "binder"

Item 38.09 B
Replace the word "deciduous" by the word "non-coniferous"

Item 39.03 A and 39.03 A - 2 - b ex 3
Replace the word "stripes" by the word "strips"
Item 48.01 ex A - 1 - b

Replace the word "Kraftpapier" by the word "Kraftpaper"

Item ex 69.02

Replace in the first column at the sub-item A the number "334" by "354" (occurs twice)

Item 73.38 ex A

In the last column put a comma after "GY" and add "CZ"

ex Item 74.17

Delete the hyphen after the word "gas"

Item 84.11 ex A etc.

Replace the wording of the foot-note on pages 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88(second footnote), 89, 91 and 92 by the following:

"If the above mentioned machines are imported together with the driving engines, the machines are liable to the conventional rate while the driving engines are liable to the correspondent general rate of this heading No."

Item 84.52 B

The rate of duty shall read:

"5 %
but not
more than
1,400.-
per 100 kgs"
GENEVA (1956) SCHEDULES

Item 20.06 ex A

The item number shall read:

"20.06 ex A and ex B"